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As mascots, messengers, rat-catchers and even
spies, animals have long marched into war alongside
servicemen and women. Dogs, horses, cats (even
birds, camels and elephants) have saved thousands
of lives through instinct, intelligence, courage and
devotion. Like Jet, a dog who searched through ruins
during the Blitz bombings to find survivors, or
Sergeant Stubby, a dog who caught a spy. Or the
pigeons who braved hurricanes, hawks and even
snipers to help during WWII ... Engaging, uplifting
and deeply moving, Jet the Rescue Dog tells the
stories of these brave, silent heroes with sensitivity
and gentle humour for readers age 8+. With black
and white illustrations throughout.
Vespasian's mission will lead to violence, mayhem,
and theft—and in the end, to a betrayal so great it will
echo through the ages Vespasian is serving as a
military officer on the outskirts of the Roman Empire,
suppressing local troubles and defending the Roman
way. But political events in Rome—Tiberius's
increasingly insane debauchery, the escalating grain
crisis—draw him back to the city. When Caligula
becomes Emperor, Vespasian believes that things
will improve. Instead, he watches the young emperor
deteriorate from Rome's shining star to a bloodPage 1/20
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crazed, incestuous, all-powerful madman. Lavish
building projects, endless games, public displays of
his relationship with his sister, Drusilla, and a
terrified senate are as nothing to Caligula's most
ambitious plan: to bridge the bay of Neapolis and
ride over it wearing Alexander's breastplate. And it
falls to Vespasian to travel to Alexandria and steal it
from Alexander's mausoleum.
One man's greatest victory. Rome's greatest defeat.
A.D. 9: In the depths of the Teutoburg Wald, in a
landscape riven by ravines, darkened by ancient oak
and bisected by fast-flowing streams, Arminius of the
Cherusci led a confederation of six Germanic tribes
in the annihilation of three Roman legions. Deep in
the forest almost twenty thousand men were
massacred without mercy; fewer than two hundred of
them ever made it back across the Rhine. To
Rome's shame, three sacred Eagles were lost that
day. But Arminius wasn't brought up in Germania
Magna - he had been raised as a Roman. This is the
story of how Arminius came to turn his back on the
people who raised him and went on to commit a
betrayal so great and so deep, it echoed through the
ages.
And in a helpful series of notes, he offers
background information on the major characters and
incidents.
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
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base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed
in our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
The fourth instalment of Robert Fabbri's bestselling
Vespasian series. Caligula is dead, Rome is in the
hands of a drooling fool - and Vespasian must fight
to save his brother's life and find the Eagle of the
Seventeenth. Caligula has been assassinated and
the Praetorian Guard have proclaimed Claudius
Emperor - but his position is precarious. His three
freedmen, Narcissus, Pallas and Callistus, must find
a way to manufacture a quick victory for Claudius Page 3/20
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but how? Pallas has the answer: retrieve the Eagle
of the Seventeenth, lost in Germania nearly 40 years
before. Who but Vespasian could lead a dangerous
mission into the gloomy forests of Germania?
Accompanied by a small band of cavalry, Vespasian
and his brother try to pick up the trail of the Eagle.
But they are tailed by hunters who pick off men each
night and leave the corpses in their path. Someone
is determined to sabotage Vespasian's mission. In
search of the Eagle and the truth, pursued by
barbarians, Vespasian will battle his way to the
shores of Britannia. Yet can he escape his own
Emperor's wrath?
The fall of Nero and the civil wars of 69 CE ushered
in an era scarred by the recent conflicts; Flavian
literature also inherited a rich tradition of narrating
nefas from its predecessors who had confronted and
commemorated the traumas of Pharsalus and
Actium. Despite the present surge of scholarly
interest in both Flavian literary studies and Roman
civil war literature, however, the Flavian contribution
to Rome’s literature of bellum ciuile remains
understudied. This volume shines a spotlight on
these neglected voices. In the wake of 69 CE, writing
civil war became an inescapable project for Flavian
Rome: from Statius’s fraternas acies and Silius’s
suicidal Saguntines to the internecine narratives
detailed in Josephus’s Bellum Iudaicum and woven
into Frontinus’s exempla, Flavian authors’
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preoccupation with civil war transcends genre and
subject matter. This book provides an important new
chapter in the study of Roman civil war literature by
investigating the multi-faceted Flavian response to
this persistent and prominent theme.
The final, thrilling instalment in the epic Vespasian
series from Robert Fabbri. Vespasian is tasked with
the impossible. Should he quell the revolt in Judaea,
as Nero the emperor has instructed, or must he
resort to the unthinkable and sabotage his own
campaign? If his conquest succeeds, he risks
becoming the sole object of the mad emperor's
jealousy. If he fails, then his punishment will be
severe. The fate of his men and his beloved son,
Titus, all hang in the balance. But unknown to
Vespasian, Nero has committed suicide, catapulting
Rome into political turmoil. Sabinus, Vespasian's
brother, is caught between the warring factions of
Aulus Vitellius, a cruel opportunist, and the noble
Marcus Salvius Otho, who finds himself severely
outnumbered. Seeing no aid on the horizon, Sabinus
must rely on wit, and wit alone, to ensure the safety
of his family. With a contested throne and an army at
his disposal, now may finally be Vespasian's time--to
ascend, to conquer, to achieve what countless
prophecies have foretold and take control of Rome
itself. Will Vespasian, at long last, be the one to wear
the purple?
Meet Lucius Panderius, war hero, connoisseur of
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fine wines and Germanic prostitutes - and the
perpetrator of the biggest gold theft in history. This
first novel by well-known writer and historian Philip
Matyszak takes us from the mean streets of Rome to
the even meaner streets of Gallic Tolosa in a journey
filled with ambush, intrigue, battle and double-cross.
In 105 BC Rome is faced with extinction, both from a
huge army of invading barbarians and by a dark
curse that has been festering for generations. It falls
to Lucius Panderius to avert both threats, and
incidentally to make himself richer than Croesus.
Though fiction, the Gold of Tolosa is historically
accurate and explains how enough loot to
recapitalize a third-world economy was taken in a
theft that really did happen. Whether Lucius is
crossing swords with barbarian warriors or Roman
magistrates, the pace is never less than frantic, and
ancient Rome has never been more fun ...
This is the extended and annotated edition including
* an extensive annotation of almost 10.000 words
about the oracles in religion * an interactive table-ofcontents * perfect formatting for electronic reading
devices THE Sibyls occupy a conspicuous place in
the traditions and history of ancient Greece and
Rome. Their fame was spread abroad long before
the beginning of the Christian era. Heraclitus of
Ephesus, five centuries before Christ, compared
himself to the Sibyl "who, speaking with inspired
mouth, without a smile, without ornament, and
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without perfume, penetrates through centuries by the
power of the gods." The ancient traditions vary in
reporting the number and the names of these weird
prophetesses, and much of what has been handed
down to us is legendary. But whatever opinion one
may hold respecting the various legends, there can
be little doubt that a collection of Sibylline Oracles
was at one time preserved at Rome. There are,
moreover, various oracles, purporting to have been
written by ancient Sibyls, found in the writings of
Pausanias, Plutarch, Livy, and in other Greek and
Latin authors. Whether any of these citations formed
a portion of the Sibylline books once kept in Rome
we cannot now determine; but the Roman capitol
was destroyed by fire in the time of Sulla (B. C. 84),
and again in the time of Vespasian (A. D. 69), and
whatever books were at those dates kept therein
doubtless perished in the flames. It is said by some
of the ancients that a subsequent collection of
oracles was made, but, if so, there is now no
certainty that any fragments of them remain.
Nero was negligent, not tyrannical. This allowed
others to rule, remarkably well, in his name until his
negligence became insupportable.
Reproduction of the original: Roman Society by
Samuel Dill
Sunday Post's best reads of the year, 2018 Rome,
AD 63. Vespasian has been made Governor of
Africa. Nero, Rome's increasingly unpredictable
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Emperor, orders him to journey with his most trusted
men to a far-flung empire in Africa to free 500
Roman citizens who have been enslaved by a desert
kingdom. Vespasian arrives at the city to negotiate
their emancipation, hoping to return to Rome a hero
and find himself back in favour with Nero. But when
Vespasian reaches the city, he discovers a slave
population on the edge of revolt. With no army to
keep the population in check, it isn't long before
tensions spill over into bloody chaos. Vespasian
must escape the city with all 500 Roman citizens and
make their way across a barren desert, battling thirst
and exhaustion, with a hoard of rebels at their backs.
It's a desperate race for survival, with twists and
turns aplenty. Meanwhile, back in Rome, Nero's
extravagance goes unchecked. All of Rome's elite
fear for their lives as Nero's closest allies run amok.
Can anyone stop the Emperor before Rome devours
itself? And if Nero is to be toppled, who will be the
one to put his head in the lion's mouth? __________
____________________________________ Don't
miss Robert Fabbri's epic new series Alexander's
Legacy
Britannia, 45 AD: Vespasian's brother is captured by
druids. The druids want to offer a potent sacrifice to
their gods - not just one Roman Legate, but two.
They know that Vespasian will come after his brother
and they plan to sacrifice the siblings on
Midsummer's Day. Vespasian must rescue his
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brother whilst completing the conquest of the southwest of the haunted isle, before he is drawn back to
Rome and the heart of Imperial politics. Claudius'
three freedmen remain at the focus of power. As
Messalina's time as Empress comes to a bloody
end, the three freedmen each back a different
mistress. Who will be victorious? And at what price
for Vespasian? THE SIXTH INSTALMENT IN THE
VESPASIAN SERIES ________________________
______________________ Don't miss Robert
Fabbri's epic new series Alexander's Legacy
The Furies of RomeAtlantic Books Ltd
There's a new detective in the agora 443 BC, and,
after decades of war with Persia, peace has finally
come to Athens. The city is being rebuilt, and
commerce and culture are flourishing. Aspiring
playwright Philocles has come home to find a man
with his throat cut slumped against his front gate. Is
it just a robbery gone wrong? But, if so, why didn't
the thieves take the dead man's valuables? With the
play that could make his name just days away, he
must find out who this man is, why he has been
murdered - and why the corpse was left in his
doorway. But Philocles soon realises he has been
caught up in something far bigger, and there are
those who don't want him looking any further . . .
Praise for Shadows of Athens "I loved it; great sense
of place, terrific characters and a cracking plot"
Joanne Harris, author of Chocolat "As vivid and lively
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as a Greek wedding - but with rather more blood!"
Val McDermid, author of the Kate Brannigan
Mysteries "It's about time someone did for ancient
Athens what Lindsey Davis' Falco novels do for
Ancient Rome. Alvey sets the scene perfectly, with
easy brushstrokes and lightly worn learning. In
Philocles we have an aspiring playwright, man of the
people and reluctant detective. I look forward to his
next case..." Jack Grimwood, author of Moskva
"There is a new star in the classical firmament.
Philocles is engaging, inspiring and feels absolutely
real. This is historical writing at its best and crime
writing worthy of prizes. Riveting" Manda Scott,
author of the Boudica series "Superb... A fabulous
read"Irish Times
Rome, AD 51: After eight years of resistance Vespasian
captures Rome's greatest enemy, the British warrior
Caratacus. But even Vespasian's victory cannot remove him
from politics. Emperor Claudius is a drunken fool and
Narcissus and Pallas, his freedmen, are battling for control of
his throne. Separately, they decide to send Vespasian east to
Armenia to defend Rome's interests. Rumours abound that
Claudius' wife Agrippina is involved in a plot to destabilise the
East. Meanwhile, a new Jewish cult is flourishing and its
adherents refuse to swear loyalty to the Emperor. In Armenia,
Vespasian is captured. Immured in the oldest city on earth,
how can he escape? And is a Rome ruled by Agrippina any
safer than a prison cell? THE FIFTH INSTALMENT IN THE
VESPASIAN SERIES
______________________________________________
Don't miss Robert Fabbri's epic new series Alexander's
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Legacy
Not much has happened in the Roman Empire since 1994
that required the first edition to be updated, but Bunson, a
prolific reference and history author, has revised it,
incorporated new findings and thinking, and changed the
dating style to C.E. (Common Era) and B.C.E. (Before
Common Era). For the 500 years from Julius Caesar and the
Gallic Wars in 59-51 B.C.E. to the fall of the empire in the
west in 476 C.E, he discusses personalities, terms, sites, and
events. There is very little cross-referencing.
Rome, AD 25: Marcus Salvius Magnus, Patron of the
Crossroads Brotherhood, has a problem. In fact, he has two.
One of the brothels under his protection has been raided by a
rival Brotherhood, and valuable merchandise has been
stolen. He can't lose face and let the attack go unpunished,
but how can he retaliate without igniting a gang war? At the
other end of the social spectrum, Lady Antonia - the
emperor's sister-in-law - has let Senator Gaius Vespasius
Pollo know that she has a score that only blood will settle,
and Magnus owes the Senator a favour. Now, a simple
assassination wouldn't be a problem for a man like Magnus,
but the instruction is that this death has to be a little more...
inventive... than the usual knife-in-the-back-in-a-dark-alley.
Perhaps the Patronus of the Crossroads Brotherhood can kill
two birds with one stone? A VESPASIAN NOVELLA
Starring characters from the bestselling Vespasian series,
The Crossroads Brotherhood, The Racing Factions and The
Dreams of Morpheus delve into Rome's criminal underworld.
In each of these exclusive e-novellas, Marcus Salvius
Magnus, leader of the Crossroads Brotherhood, must
overcome his own problems whilst battling his way through
Rome's savage and corrupt political arena. THREE
VESPASIAN NOVELLAS
In the blazing July heat of imperial Rome, Flavia Albia
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inspects a decomposing corpse. It has been discovered in
lots to be auctioned by her family business, so she's
determined to identify the dead man and learn how he met
his gruesome end. The investigation will give her a chance to
work with the magistrate, Manlius Faustus, the friend she
sadly knows to be the last chaste man in Rome. But he's got
other concerns than her anonymous corpse. It's election time
and with democracy for sale at Domitian's court, tension has
come to a head. Faustus is acting as an agent for a 'good
husband and father', whose traditional family values are being
called into question. Even more disreputable are his rivals,
whom Faustus wants Albia to discredit. As Albia's and
Faustus' professional and personal partnership deepens they
have to accept that, for others, obsession can turn sour, and
become a deadly strain that leads, tragically, to murder.
THE VESPASIAN SERIES: The complete nine-book
collection. One man. One destiny. In AD 26, a sixteen-yearold Vespasian leaves his family farm for Rome, his sights set
on following his brother into the army. But once through the
city gates, the art of war is not the only lesson he must learn.
For his new world is one in which allegiance and betrayal are
a natural currency, and careless words can be as dangerous
as an enemy's arrow. In this series of nine novels, master of
historical fiction, Robert Fabbri, narrates the epic rise of
Vespasian: the soldier who survived battles, betrayals and
the internecine politics of seven emperors before seizing for
himself Rome's ultimate prize in AD 69. Fabbri skilfully
weaves together history and adventure across continents and
civilisations as Vespasian grows from a soldier to a leader to
an emperor. THE VESPASIAN SERIES Book One: Tribune of
Rome Book Two: Rome's Executioner Book Three: False
God of Rome Book Four: Rome's Fallen Eagle Book Five:
Masters of Rome Book Six: Rome's Lost Son Book Seven:
Furies of Rome Book Eight: Rome's Sacred Flame Book
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Nine: Emperor of Rome
One of the Roman novels from the bestselling historical fiction
Falco series. ‘To find a drowned man head-first down a well
was slightly unusual, exciting maybe.’ For Falco, a relaxed
visit to Helena’s relatives in Britain turns serious at the scene
of a downtown murder. The renegade henchman of Rome’s
vital ally King Togidubnus has been stuffed head-first down a
barroom well – leading to a tricky diplomatic situation which
Falco must defuse. One murder leads to others. Londinium
now has a forum and an amphitheatre; the town is a magnet
for legitimate traders – and for criminals from Rome. With his
vigiles pal Petronius, Falco leads the hunt for gangsters who
are intent on taking over. This will bring unwelcome
encounters with faces from the past and grave threats to their
present relationships. Danger and death lurk throughout their
pursuit, all the way from the brand new wharves beside the
River Thames to the familiar old haunts of organised crime
back home in Italy.
Alexander the Great's sudden and unexpected death has left
the largest, most formidable empire the world has ever seen
leaderless. As the fight to take control descends into ruthless
scheming and bloody battles, no one - man, woman or child is safe. As wars on land and sea are lost and won, and
promises are made only to be broken, long-buried secrets
come to light in the quest for the true circumstances
surrounding Alexander's death. Was he murdered, and if so
by whom? Could he have been sowing the seeds of discord
deliberately, through his refusal to name an heir? And who
will eventually ascend to power at the helm of the empire - if it
manages to survive that long? Can one champion vanquish
all...?
Given the choice between death or revenge, who wouldn't
take revenge? As the Fleet's newest Warlord, Syrus is offered
the chance take revenge on the Empire that did everything in
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its power to crush him. Fortunately, the Fleet's also giving him
with a ship and the troops to see his plan through. He can't
wait to get started. But when he rescues two women from an
abandoned planet, he earns himself a brewing mutiny.
Trapped in a dead-end system, about to be attacked by an
Imperial armada far better equipped than his own, he
confronts the deadliest leadership crisis of his career. Can he
overcome the challenges and seize his revenge? What
secrets do the women carry? Devour the Stars is a dark,
space operatic journey that charts one man's quest for
revenge... and redemption. If you're looking for the grit of
Game of Thrones and the politics of Dune, welcome aboard.
This book analyses the literary strategies that Tacitus,
Cassius Dio, and Suetonius apply in depicting the eccentric
emperors Nero and Domitian and their imperial
representation.
Explores the dynamic interactions among Latin poets, artists,
and audiences in constructing and critiquing imperial power in
Augustan Rome.
It is 48 BC.For years now the rival Roman generals Caesar
and Pompey have engaged in a contest for world domination.
Both now turn to Egypt, Pompey planning a last stand on the
banks of the Nile, while Caesar's legendary encounter with
the Egyptian queen will spark a romance that reverberates
down the centuries. But Egypt itself is torn apart by the
murderous rivalry between the goddess-queen and her
brother King Ptolemy. Into this hothouse atmosphere of
intrigue and deception comes Gordianus the Finder,
innocently seeking a cure for his wife Bethesda in the sacred
waters of the Nile. But soon he finds himself engaged in an
even more desperate pursuit - to prove the innocence of his
son, who stands accused of murder. The judgement of
Caesar will determine the fate of Gordianus's son; the choice
Caesar makes between Cleopatra and Ptolemy will determine
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the future of the world. Saylor presents a bold new vision of
Caesar and Cleopatra, amid bloodshed and battle, in a
setting of Egyptian mystery.
The Roman emperor Nero is remembered by history as the
vain and immoral monster who fiddled while Rome burned.
Edward Champlin reinterprets Nero's enormities on their own
terms, as the self-conscious performances of an imperial
actor with a formidable grasp of Roman history and
mythology and a canny sense of his audience. Nero
murdered his younger brother and rival to the throne,
probably at his mother's prompting. He then murdered his
mother, with whom he may have slept. He killed his pregnant
wife in a fit of rage, then castrated and married a young
freedman because he resembled her. He mounted the public
stage to act a hero driven mad or a woman giving birth, and
raced a ten-horse chariot in the Olympic games. He probably
instigated the burning of Rome, for which he then ordered the
spectacular punishment of Christians, many of whom were
burned as human torches to light up his gardens at night.
Without seeking to rehabilitate the historical monster,
Champlin renders Nero more vividly intelligible by illuminating
the motives behind his theatrical gestures, and revealing the
artist who thought of himself as a heroic figure. Nero is a
brilliant reconception of a historical account that extends back
to Tacitus, Suetonius, and Cassius Dio. The effortless style
and artful construction of the book will engage any reader
drawn to its intrinsically fascinating subject.
A hero is forged in battle and a legend is born in this second
installment in the Vespasian series Thracia, AD30: Even after
four years of military service at the edge of the Roman world,
Vespasian can't escape the tumultuous politics of an Empire
on the brink of disintegration. His patrons in Rome have
charged him with the clandestine extraction of an old enemy
from a fortress on the banks of the Danube before it falls to
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the Roman legion besieging it. Vespasian's mission is the key
move in a deadly struggle for the right to rule the Roman
Empire. The man he has been ordered to seize could be the
witness that will destroy Sejanus, commander of the
Praetorian Guard, and ruler of the Empire in all but name.
Before he completes his mission, Vespasian will face ambush
in snowbound mountains, pirates on the high seas, and
Sejanus's spies all around him. But by far the greatest danger
lies at the rotten heart of the Empire, at the nightmarish court
of Tiberius, Emperor of Rome and debauched, paranoid
madman.
Don’t spend your time worrying whether you can beat the
markets: you don’t need to beat them to be a successful
investor. By showing you how to build a simple and rational
portfolio and tailor it to your specific needs, Investing
Demystified will help you generate superior returns. With his
straightforward and jargon-free advice, Lars Kroijer simplies
the often complex world of finance and tells you everything
you need to know – and everything that you don’t need to
worry about – in order to make the most from your
investments. In Investing Demystified you will: • Discover the
mix of stocks, bonds and cash needed for a top performing
portfolio • Learn why the most broadly diversi_ ed and
simplest portfolio makes the most sense • Understand the
right level of risk for you and how this affects your
investments • Find out why a low cost approach will yield
bene_ ts whilst leaving you with a higher quality portfolio •
Understand the implications of tax and liquidity
AD 58: Rome is in turmoil once more. Emperor Nero has set
his heart on a new wife but to clear a path for her, he must
first assassinate his Empress, Claudia Octavia. Vespasian
needs to tread carefully here - Nero's new lover, Poppaea
Sabina, is no friend of his and her ascent to power spells
danger. Meanwhile, Nero's extravagance has reached new
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heights, triggering a growing financial crisis in Britannia.
Vespasian is sent to Londinium to rescue the situation, only
to become embroiled in a deadly rebellion, one that threatens
to destroy Britannia and de-stabilise the empire... THE
SEVENTH INSTALMENT IN THE VESPASIAN SERIES
______________________________________________
Don't miss Robert Fabbri's epic new series Alexander's
Legacy

Rome, 61 BCRECRUITED as a gladiator, young
Marcus Cornelius Primus faces a new life of brutal
training, governed by strict rules, as he learns the
skills of an elite warrior.But Marcus cannot simply
forget his past. His father lies murdered by soldiers
and his mother has been kidnapped and forced into
slavery. Marcus is determined to find his father's old
commander, Pompeius the Great, to seek justice for
his family and set his mother free. Yet, unbeknown
to him, Marcus is hiding a life-threatening secret.
And if the Romans discover it, there will be no
escape . . .
BOOKS 7-9 IN THE VESPASIAN SERIES Furies of
Rome AD 58: Rome is in turmoil once more.
Emperor Nero has set his heart on a new wife but to
clear a path for her, he must first assassinate his
Empress, Claudia Octavia. Vespasian needs to tread
carefully here - Nero's new lover, Poppaea Sabina,
is no friend of his and her ascent to power spells
danger. Meanwhile, Nero's extravagance has
reached new heights, triggering a growing financial
crisis in Britannia. Vespasian is sent to Londinium to
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rescue the situation, only to become embroiled in a
deadly rebellion, one that threatens to destroy
Britannia and de-stabilise the empire... Rome's
Sacred Flame AD 63: Vespasian has been ordered
to a far-flung empire in Africa to free five hundred
Roman citizens who have been enslaved by a desert
kingdom. But when Vespasian reaches the city, he
discovers tensions spilling over into bloody chaos...
Battling thirst and exhaustion, Vespasian must help
the Romans escape, their only route to survival a
desperate race across a barren desert with a hoard
of heavily armed rebels at their backs. Meanwhile,
back in Rome, its citizens fear for their lives as
Emperor Nero's extravagance and unpredictable
violence goes unchecked. Can anyone stop the
Emperor before Rome devours itself? And if Nero is
to be toppled, who will be the one to put his head in
the lion's mouth? Emperor of Rome AD 68.
Vespasian is tasked with the impossible. Should he
quell the revolt in Judaea, as Nero the emperor has
instructed, or resort to the unthinkable and sabotage
his own campaign? If his conquest succeeds, he
risks facing the mad emperor's jealousy. If he fails,
his punishment will be severe. But then Nero
commits suicide, catapulting Rome into turmoil. With
a contested throne and an army at his disposal, now
may finally be Vespasian's time - to ascend, to
conquer, to achieve what countless prophecies have
foretold and take control of Rome itself. Will
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Vespasian, at long last, be the one to wear the
purple?
ONE MAN: ONE DESTINY THE FIRST
INSTALMENT IN THE VESPASIAN SERIES 26 AD:
Sixteen-year-old Vespasian leaves his family farm
for Rome, his sights set on finding a patron and
following his brother into the army. But he discovers
a city in turmoil and an Empire on the brink. The
aging emperor Tiberius is in seclusion on Capri,
leaving Rome in the iron grip of Sejanus,
commander of the Praetorian Guard. Sejanus is ruler
of the Empire in all but name, but many fear that isn't
enough for him. Sejanus' spies are everywhere careless words at a dinner party can be as
dangerous as a barbarian arrow. Vespasian is totally
out of his depth, making dangerous enemies (and
even more dangerous friends - like the young
Caligula) and soon finds himself ensnared in a
conspiracy against Tiberius. With the situation in
Rome deteriorating, Vespasian flees the city to take
up his position as tribune in an unfashionable legion
on the Balkan frontier. But even here there is no
escaping the politics of Rome. Unblooded and
inexperienced, he must lead his men in savage
battle with hostile mountain tribes - dangerous
enough without renegade Praetorians and Imperial
agents trying to kill him too. Somehow, he must
survive long enough to uncover the identity of the
traitors behind the growing revolt...
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Like Guy Fawkes in early 17th-century Britain, L.
Sergius Catilina was a threat to the constitution
imposed on Rome by Sulla in the mid-1st century
BC. His aim at first was to reach the consulship, the
summit of power at Rome, by conventional means,
but he lacked the money and support to win his way
to the top, unlike two contemporaries of greater
means and talent: the orator Cicero and the military
man Pompey the Great. Defeated for the third time,
Catiline took to revolution with a substantial
following: destitute farmers, impoverished
landowners, discontented Italians and debtors of all
kinds. But they could not stand up to the forces of
law and order and the rebellion was quashed. For
the controversy that still surrounds it, the
personalities involved, the distinction of the writers
such as Cicero and Sallust, who are our main
sources of information for it, this episode remains
one of the most significant in late Republican history.
This volume gives an energetic and appealing
overview of the events, their sources, and the
arguments of modern historians looking back at this
controversial period. Accessible for students, but
useful also for more experienced scholars, this is the
perfect introduction not only to a specific historical
episode, but also to the problems of tackling ancient
sources as evidence.
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